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We acknowledge the Traditional Owners of country throughout Australia and recognize their continuing connection to land, waters and culture. We pay our respects to their Elders past, present and emerging.

Clovelly Child Care Centre
Element 6.2.3

Community engagement

The service builds relationships
and engages with its community.

Developing a sense of community within our centre is crucial. It is so valuable for children
to feel part of a wider community that extends beyond the learning environment.
Clovelly childcare centre has always fostered a vibrant and cohesive community which is
not only made up our current children, families and staff members . In fact, what always
excites and fills me with joy is the connection our alumnae and past families continue to
feel with our special centre. This is so evident when we see our past families attending our
community events. In this picture we see Maria talking to Athe. Maria created this centre
34 years ago and her presence is still felt today

A community is more than just a location, or a
collection of individuals who happen to live or
work in the same place. When we talk about a
‘sense of community’ we usually mean the
quality of the relationships and connections that
bind people together, rather than just the fact
that they see each other regularly. As early
childhood educators, creating a ‘sense of
community’ is an important part of what we do.
It is integral to the core themes of belonging and
identity that run through the Early Years
Learning Framework (EYLF): ‘Children learn
about themselves and construct their own
identity within the context of their families and
communities’ (DEEWR, 2009, p. 20).

What’s buzzing?
Here’s what’s happening in the
next three months of 2019
July
5th NSW School holidays begin
8th NAIDOC week begins
Playschool presentation
Special NAIDOC Episode
in Plateenas room 10am

Voice.
Treaty.
Truth
12thMathew Doyle visits -10am All
welcome
23rd NSW School Term 3
24th Sustainably meeting
August
6th PMC meeting
15th Staff meeting
19th Book week starts
September
6th Spring Art Show
16th-Bike week till
26th Newsletter 3
27th NSW holidays begin
29th Rosh Hashana –
Jewish New Year
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News bits
The solution: Five Big Ideas Program for preschools
We empower young Aboriginal parents with babies and
young children to intervene
•

You A Parent
of a Child
Aged 2 to 12?

•

The Parenting
and Family
Support
Centre at the
University of
Queensland is
conducting
research into
parents’
opinions
about
parenting and
parenting
programs. If
you have a
child between
2 and 12
years, we
would love to
hear your
views on
parenting and
the services
that are
available to
you as a
parent. You
will need to
complete a
short survey.
To find out
more or to
participate
please visit
https://exp.ps
y.uq.edu.au/p
arenting

•

By teaching little ones about personal hygiene, basic
health care and simple nutrition significant improvements
to primary health care can be created, therefore reducing
longer term chronic health problems and ultimately
reducing the difference in life expectancy between
Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians.

Feed back on our community SUPPORT
Thank you to our wonderful families!

This initiative was brought to my attention by the director of Kornmehl pre school who invited us to join their efforts in
supporting this initiative .

We managed to collect 36 care bags which was delivered at the
end of May.
In Aboriginal mythology Gunawirra means the invisible seed of all creation
Gunawirra, a not-for-profit PBI organisation made up of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal professionals working side by
side for fundamental improvements in the life of Aboriginal families, their infants and children.
Gunawirra’s primary role is to create models of excellence by designing unique, innovative and transformational
programs that are fully evaluated.
These unique models of excellence allows Gunawirra’s work to be replicated in widening community circles of
effectiveness.
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News bits : Exciting happenings
at our centre

Alpacas with
Maracas
National
Simultaneous
Storytime Selection
Wednesday
22/05/19
By: Matt Cosgrove

Macca and pal Al are the best of friends and LOVE spending time together.
When there is an opportunity to enter a talent contest, they just can't resist.
But what will their act be? Will they shimmy and shake? Dance and prance? Whatever they
choose it will surely be a performance to remember!
National Simultaneous Storytime (NSS) is held annually by the Australian Library and
Information Association (ALIA). Every year a picture book, written and illustrated by
an Australian author and illustrator, is read simultaneously in libraries, schools, pre-schools,
childcare centres, family homes, bookshops and many other places around the
country. Now in its 19th successful year, it is a colourful, vibrant, fun event that aims to
promote the value of reading and literacy, using an Australian children's book that explores
age-appropriate themes, and addresses key learning areas of the National Curriculum
By facilitating NSS we aim to:
•promote the value of reading and literacy,
•promote the value and fun of books,
•promote an Australian writer and publisher,
•promote Storytime activities in public libraries and communities around the country,
•and provide opportunities to involve parents, grandparents, the media and others to
participate in and enjoy the occasion.

Special Thank you to ……..
Kerry Terrance ,( our previous centre director) who read to
EVERYONE at 11 am sharp .It was so great to see her again. This
was her second simultaneous reading gift to us . We hope it
continues to become an annual tradition.
Sue Mirow (Annabelle and Mathews granny ) who donated three
books to our centre for this special occasion
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Puggles
Finding our sense of place
To build our children’s understanding of what it means to celebrate a sense of place connected
to the traditional owners of this land, we introduced a special Indigenous song ‘Yama Gunima’
that was gifted to our Centre in the beginning of the year.
For the puggles , our sense of place is our garden , our plants, our worms, our fish our parents
our grandparents ,our teachers and our friends

8 Aboriginal Ways of Learning
The ‘8 Aboriginal ways of learning’ is a knowledge
framework honours holistic Indigenous ways of
thinking, doing and being (QCCA, 2018). Our sharing
of song as a learning community honours community
and land links recognised in these ways of learning.

Our very first ‘Acknowledgement of country’ in our Puggles room
officially began on
6th May 2019
Traditional wooden clap sticks with burnt artwork are available for our
children to feel, tap and listen alongside their friends. Group time can
be challenging for some of our Puggles as they learn positive
dispositions for learning such as inhibitory control when they sit down,
listen and participate for longer periods of time. From the first moment
of enjoying this special rhythm and melody together, we noticed even
our friends who had chosen to leave the area were still bopping along
and wiggling their bodies as they continued to watch, listen and
participate in their own way. A sense of identity and belonging as part of
a wider group and community is fostered through positive shared group
experiences, (linking to Outcomes 1, 3 and 5 of the Early Year Learning
Framework.)

We invited LUKE from the Joeys to share his story of how
the Joeys learned the Yama Gunima song

This song and acknowledgement is now part of our
daily group time ritual, and is now occasionally sung
by the children spontaneously throughout the day as
they play.

Queensland Curriculum and Assessment Authority (2018). Retrieved from: https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/about/k-12-policies/aboriginal-torres-strait-islanderperspectives/resources/frameworks
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7th May 2019

13th May 2019

14th May

This is a visual story of how the puggles learnt how to acknowledge country over time
Aboriginal perspectives are not found in Aboriginal content, but Aboriginal processed. Always starting with the narrative .

21st May

3rd June
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Our exploration of light, colour and reflection
continues… Milo noticed his own reflection inside
the trapezoid and pointed with a big smile!

At Clovelly , there is no such thing as bad weather

Puggles - our story of light , singing in the rain and moving
grooving !
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plateenas

Reflections with the Plateenas. Our daily lessons take
place in yarn circles. This is our time to our to pay
homage to the wonder of nature, thank the

Hola familias, como estan? The second term is

custodians of our ancient land and learn how to

almost finished and we’re glad to share what has

become kind and courteous citizens

been happening in the Plateenas room. At this

We take time to listen to our children's thoughts

moment, all of our children are settled into their

and ideas. We teach the children our intentional

new environment.They can feel a sense of

topics through conversations, books, music and role

belonging to their group and are building strong

play.

relationships with their friends and educators.

We’ve been using two tapping sticks to start our

Throughout the second term we had the following

yarn circles,while we sing with the children Our

focus areas of learning:

newsest song is “Yamma Gunima”, which is an

Diversity,

Aboriginal song gifted from “Walgan” Priscila, an

Nature,

elder from “Kamillaroi” country.

Indigenous perspective

Clovelly is situated on Bidgigal land so we used the

Colours

AIATSIS map of Indigenous Australia to illustrate the

Self-help skills,

different groups of the Aboriginal peoples of

Sense of belonging to the community

Australia.

Grace and courtesy.

The map is an attempt to represent the language, tribal or nation groups of the
Aboriginal peoples of Australia. Aboriginal groups were included on the map based
on the published resources available between 1988 and 1994 which determine the
cultural, language and trade boundaries and relationships between groups.
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The Plateenas are engaged in two emerging projects:
•

Sea Creatures

•

Fire.

•

They have been learning about different species of sea creatures,

•

The children are also very enthusiastic with our fire project.

•

Taking care of the environment and their community

•

They are learning how Aboriginal and Maori people respect Fire.

•

Keeping the ocean free from plastic

•

They learnt how to create fire using two sticks

•

Throwing rubbish in the correct bins and using more sustainable
materials.

•

They discovered all the things fire can be used for (cooking, hunting,
warming our body and illumination)

•

They also learned how to keep themselves safe from fire. Mesina’s
dad is a fireman and he came to talk to us all about fire safety

Before the lantern parade, we created our own fire pit. The children
The sea creatures have been explored at our clay table. Billy created a mermaid tale, Reuben a sting ray and Justine a turtle!

collected sticks and dry leaves from our garden and they made sure
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to not touch the fire.

Sensitive period for
language
development .
•

We are also so excited with the learning experiences related to
diversity throughout the world and not only in Australia . We celebrate
different cultures and backgrounds, The children are having the
opportunity to understand that there are different languages spoken
around the world and in Australia. There are many aboriginal
languages in Australia and there are many world languages too

•

We have been interested in Spanish because Paula was born in South
America and she speaks Spanish

•

Learning spanish is a a wonderful way for children to explore new
cultures, develop language and communication skills.
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Symbols that represent letters
are often seen in children’s roleplay.
Our recent sushi cafe was a
great opportunity to write signs,
menus and orders.

Joeys
Early Literacy
In the Joeys we are noticing lots of early writing and it’s really very exciting :D
The following examples show that in learning to write children go through a series
Of stages - and they are all wonderful !

This says treasure map

WRITING ON
SAND IS A
BRILLIANT
SENSORY
EXPERIENCE
- Drawing and scribbling is essential and an important part of your child’s writing
development. You may see ‘scribbles’ or wiggly lines going across the page. Scribble
writing is pretend writing and your child may assign meaning to their marks
-
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joeys

- There are lots of opportunities for Joeys to engage in mark making and
write their name/ ‘make their mark’ during the day e.g. signing in,
signing their art works and making name labels.
- Alex knows that writing his name and placing it next to his block
construction has powerful meaning and ownership. The Joeys love to
write signs.

- Using strings of letters/intentional writing: These Joeys are including
- the initial letters of their friend’s names. They demonstrate how they
understand conventions of writing as they write in lines from left to
right.

- Children with a strong knowledge of letter sounds begin to
represent words with initial and end letter sounds.
Remember:
Some children can be easily put off if we pass comment on how their
‘writing’ looks. Simply tracing letters can lack relevance because many
children have not reached the developmental understanding that these
shapes convey meaning

Hand Mark making must be fun! At home give value to children’s drawing
and writing - give them ‘real’ pens and paper and in the family life give
children opportunities to write for a purpose e.g. they can help write a
shopping list, leave a note on the fridge for mum or write a letter to
Grandad.
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special moments at one of the wintery
days at beach kindy 2019
With a reprieve in the wet weather the Joeys were
greeted with a fine sunny day for beach kindy .
Catherine had told us Whales were about so first
thing we did was look whales . We didn’t spot any
so took advantage of flat seas and a super low
tide and headed to the rock pools. The Joeys
from last year help out the new Joeys by sharing
their knowledge about safe practice at the beach
because for some new Joeys , this was their first
time at the beach .
Our rock pool explorations turned up a Juvenile
drummer fish (scooped up and put back in the
ocean), a dead crab, while a snorkeler popped out
of the water and handed us a shell of sea-egg.
After all that exploring we headed to the picnic
area for a quick snack , before a gentle walk back
to the centre for lunch. What a wonderful world
we live in
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Using strings of letters/intentional writing: These Joeys are including the initial letters of
their friend’s names. They demonstrate how they understand conventions of writing as
they write in lines from left to right.
-

•

and learning about absorption has been particularly strong.

•

Initially we used food colouring and paper towel and then we tried cardboard, blotting paper and tissue. The
effects varied and this drove conversations about why some materials absorb liquids more that others. After
dipping or using brushes to apply the colours we moved onto using pipettes and this allowed the children
more control over the amount of colour they used. The drops slowed the process down enough that many of
the Joeys simply enjoyed watching the colours spread and in some cases mix. The beauty of the tissue paper
art was short-lived, we realised the wood grain under the tissue actually absorbed the liquid and created
incredibly interesting patterns. We tried using paper on top of the tissue to make prints but this was

ineffective. As we lifted the tissue the colour ran everywhere and the pattern disappeared!

•

We also tried Chux, sponge and towelling an the form of an old cloth nappy. The Joeys wet the materials and
squeezed the water out, some of the children suddenly realised why cloth nappies are so effective , ‘because
they absorb lots of liquid…or wee.’
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community partnerships with our families
•

Green Fair Order of events

•

10.00am Let us begin

•

10.00am Uke East Big Band Joeys yard

•

10.30am Welcome Address Debbie Joeys yard

•

Acknowledge county Joeys yard

•

Randwick Council Mayor’s address

•

Joeys yard

•

Clovelly public school quior special guests

•

10.45am Sacred story telling session1 - Becky (Plateenas room)

•

(This session goes on for 45 min and includes a story and art activity)

•

11.00am Uke East Big Band Plateenas yard

•

11.30am Grand opening of our Grande worm farms presented by

•

Worms Down Under (Compost shed in Vale St)

•

Other families can watch from inside the gate next to the sandpit (Joeys yard)

•

11.45am Sacred story telling session 2 - Becky (Plateenas room)

•

(This session goes on for 45 min and includes a story and art activity)

•

12.00pm Uke East Big Band

•

12.30 pm Raffle prizes presentation

Face painting ON JOEY’S AlumnAE

•

All morning :

•

Good coffee and
cake

•

Hobo Bob and worm
farming

•

Diver Dave Ocean
adventure
experience

•

Plastic free
Bronte

•

Sausage sizzle BBQ /
Vegetarian curries

•

Children
Activities

•

Preserves for sale

•

Face painting

•

Seedlings for sale

•

Clay workshop

•

Clovelly Seniors
Patch work
exhibition

•

Knit for life stall

•

Pre-loved stall clothes

•

Pre-loved stall -toys,
puzzles and books

Our PMC welcoming
committees

Sacred story telling

Jacob Nash Acknowledges
County .
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Hand made items for sale by our very
own children : bees wax wraps,
natural soap, bath bombs mini cacti

Food glorious food

Pre loved clothes and toys

Our annual quilts

Knit for
life in real
life
Diver Dave

Face paint creations
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Lantern parade 2019
Plateenas lanterns. Handmade with love

A FOUNDATION BY GUY AND JULES SEBASTIAN
Based on an understanding of the positive impact a strong family unit can have,
The Sebastian Foundation seeks to provide a little bit of the warmth and benefit
of family, where it might be missing through underprivilege, serious illness or
domestic violence.

Drum café rocks

Communal pots of soup

Kitty acknowledges country
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kitchen garden
•
•

As Winter starts to settle into the
garden, we do not have many
activities happening in the garden.
But our garden still needs a lot of
love during the quieter months, and
June is perfect for planting winter
veggies, as well as pruning the plants
and protecting our veggies from
slugs and snails.

•
•

•
•

•
•

In the Joeys, we talked
about how lucky we were
to have access to clean
water. Unlike some children
in some countries which do
not have access to fresh
water. The children were
really concerned about it
and wanted to make sure
that they’re saving water in
kindy.
Edward:
“We can use a little bit of water in the
sandpit instead of wasting it.”
Max:
“Do not buy plastic water bottle,
because it’s not good for the
environment. You need to have your
own water bottle.”

Currently, we have level 1 water restriction, and
the children have been informed that we really
need to save our water on a daily basis.
Conversations that came up ,
provoked by this picture

Edward: “Look at this Athe, we
made a river. This river looks like
a dirty water that some children
try to drink out from it.”
Athe: “Do you think it’s healthy
though.”
Edward: “It’s not, you can get
sick. That’s why we need to save
our water.”

Fox:
“Don’t put too much water in your cup
unless you can finish it.”
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Roots of Empathy

Session 6: The power of
growing kindness Concept:
Growing seeds of thinking
about the “other” rather than
the “self”
•

Today’s story was based on how the apple got its star. The story
explains how we shall give a basket of stars to all apples The star
will hide deep inside the apple where only the Earth-Children can
find them. And that’s where you will find a star waiting for you:
inside each apple, guarding the little seed babies for you to plant in
the earth again.)

In these pictures, Sam has discovered the star inside
the apple He shows Darcy the star in the apple . He
wants to take the pips out and give one to Darcy so he
can give earth another apple tree. He has learnt that
giving to others makes you feel happy beautiful . He
kindly gives the ball to Darcy
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National Reconciliation Week
•

National Reconciliation Week

•

EXPLAINING THE TREE OF TRUTH

•

Date: 27 May – 3 June 2019
Theme: Grounded in Truth, Walk

•

The Tree of Truth is what happens when the seeds of empathy, solidarity and love
are sown. This is a representation of the community that we can grow into if we are
able to acknowledge our history, learn from it and move forward together
courageously.

•

BREAKING DOWN THE GRAPHIC THE TREE The tree stems from what happens when
people come together. It illustrates positive growth and is an aspirational view of
what the future could be.

•

A. The HEARTS represent empathy, solidarity, goodwill and love. They are the
feeling, emotional elements.

•

B. The THOUGHT POINTS represent education, growth and understanding. They are
the cognitive elements of the tree.

•

C. The GROWTH BANDS radiate outwards from some of the branches. They
represent that we are always learning and growing – pushing outwards and upwards
into the future.

•

THE PEOPLE Members of our diverse community coming together in harmony.

•

THE HEART This is the connection point of the people in the graphic. When the
people’s hands join, it creates an energy force which is represented by the love
heart. The energy runs upwards and downwards – linking past, present and future.

•

The word ‘Truth’ is the bedrock for all of our positive growth. When we understand
and accept our truth we have a solid foundation to grow from.

•

The roots represent our history and links to the past.

•

The word ‘Grounded’ quite literally is on the surface of the ground. ‘Grounded in
Truth’ is designed to be the base of the tree that all of the positive growth stems
from.

with Courage
•

•

National Reconciliation Week (NRW) is a
time for all Australians to learn about our
shared histories, cultures, and
achievements, and to explore how each of
us can contribute to achieving reconciliation
in Australia.
Reconciliation must live in the hearts, minds
and actions of all Australians as we move
forward, creating a nation strengthened by
respectful relationships between the wider
Australian community, and Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander peoples.

Our roots of empathy
program dovetails with
The Tree of Truth .
These universal truths
are embedded in our
everyday curriculum

THE PEOPLE Members of our diverse community coming together in harmony.
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Dr Red’s stories smashing gender stereotypes
•

Pillow Fights and Rainy Days… Oh and Gender (maybe sorta kinda)…

•

On her weekly visit to beautiful Clovelly Children’s Centre Directed by the sparkly Debbie Zerbst, Dr Red Ruby Scarlet tried hard to
work developmentally and alas failed once again!

•

Here is today’s story:

•

While the children and Clovelly do indeed venture out in the rain on any given day as their raincoats and rain boots are always
available, the morning arrival time gifted us with an opportunity to twinkle together a few truths? myths? about children being
inside on a rainy day - starting with boys.

•

In a corner that is set up with floor experiences and a low table for level differentiation, there were, as always four beautiful
cushions for ‘chilling’ or a zen space as one of the teachers might describe it. There was nothing zen about what was going on
when I arrived into the room. In fact is was zany squiggly and hysterical. Fortunately for me Im up for a bit of all that, but it’s not
every teachers cup of tea.

•

Four rowdy boys were having pillow fights. While they walloped and whomped and clearly felt the impact of these wallops an
whomps by the roses blooming in their cheeks and their ‘I’m nearly going to tell the teacher’ expression, they instead giggled
through the adrenalin filled frolicking and walloped and whomped away.

•

A pedagogical decision was before me. Was I ready for a day of ‘stopping this in its tracks’ - repeatedly - or

‘redirecting the children to a more passive experience’ - repeatedly - or was there another way?
I decided to try something that I had learned in Sweden based on the idea that rather than stop children (or try to stop them) from
physical activity like walloping and whomping, to build the experience into a space and body awareness experience that was still
fun(ish!).
So first I joined in the walloping and whomping (gently as I am a girl!) all the while marking out a smallish space for this to
continue. The other teachers in the room were watching me. One seemed to be puzzling - what up to she doing now? The other
seemed to be on the edge of her seat waiting for me to stop them.
A sprinkling of other children seeking my attention on the perimeter of the space I had marked out were asking what comes after
40? (while reading a number chart - boy), and can we play the piano again (girl), and look at my spaceship (girl), and can you wipe
my nose (boy). I, like a juggler - oh wait - an early childhood teacher - managed most of these requests, all the while a pillow in my
hand gently half intervening with the walloping and whoomphing and half in on the shenanigans.

•

We made some rules. Pillows at chest height so you could look into the eyes of the person you were pillowing. Arms straight,
tummies tight and legs in a lunge position. These rules changed the posture of the boys bodies and by default, they used up less
space as the concentrated on working with resistance rather than walloping and whomping. One boy said ‘this makes my arms
hurt’. 'It does' I replied, you’re using your body differently and your’e aware of what its doing and how your muscles are activated’.
‘My muscles are activated’ one boy exclaimed!’ I took that to be a good thing! As they repeatedly practiced this resistance in pairs,
they became more aware of their heads, arms and legs, and the likelihood of a smash or crash was diminishing - nothing is ever
fool proof, but there was a shift in how the then masculine energy was being generated. Strength remained a focus of
conversation for the boys as they exclaimed how strong they were.
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The perimetering onlookers, predominantly girls, began asking for
a turn. So while the four boys had worked out a rhythm (without
too much rigid organisation), turn taking entered the fray - and I
think feminism might have too. Whether it was because I was
there as ‘the teacher’ or whether its just because these children
have an incredible sense of community, somehow there was an
easy twinkle in how the boys ‘shared’ their cushions with the new
resistance contenders. The first girl hoped in and said ‘who
resistance me’ and one of the boys let out a boisterous ‘hahaha’
and said ‘me’. She resisted him. Outright. She had been watching
the posture work and had embodied how to physically enact that
in the ever smaller space. The boy blushed. The onlooking children
cheered her on. ‘Who next’ she said. Another boy nominated
himself. I was almost no longer needed at this point. They
prepared their bodies and pillows with faces gritted for action.
Once again the girls resistance out strengthen the second boy. ‘Oh
my god fathers!’ He exclaimed. And the children clapped. Another
girl joined in and the boys gathered putting their arms around
each others shoulders in seeming anticipation and cheered the
girls on - there was no consensus about who they were
encouraging so names filled the air as careful strength and
prowess were practiced by the girls.
After a few displays of this girl power fierceness the boys wanted
back in. There was a discussion about whether boys and girls
should resist each other or whether the winner took on the next
contender. I had to wreck it and suggest that it wasn’t a game of
winning and losing but instead an experience of practicing how to
be aware of our bodies in spaces and how to use strength to resist.
I couldn’t help myself! Whether or not they believed me is another
thing but I’m going with the illusion that they did for now!
Once I had managed those requests, I focused my attention on the
pillow fighting mob. I could tell that a head bump, a wrestle to the
ground or some other not well ending clash was about to erupt. At
this point, the teacher on the edge came over and was about to
redirect the boys to a passive experience. Thankfully I beckoned
her to allow me a little more time to try and transform this
squiggly shenanigan into something else without losing the desire
for physical encounters but keeping the duty of care and body
safety in place.
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The tactics and strategies of the children categorised by the narrow binary of girls and boys had similarities, yet the
specific approaches of the children were wholly diverse and it taught me lots about how children approach and engage
physical experiences. One boy intellectualised the process by describing what his body should do and then asking me if
he was, in fact, doing that physically. It was an opportunity to engage with him by touching his arms and legs and tummy
to sensate where he could ‘feel’ his muscles activating. Other children needed to experience the action to sense and
locate the ‘feeling’ in their bodies. Physical activity then, is as much a cognitive process as it is an experimental one, as it
is a gendered one!
While there was a lovely sense of community and participation in this experience, there was the epistemological
of surprise by the boys at the girls capacities to either demonstrate strength or technique or both. Working through why
they were surprised was an excellent opportunity deconstruct the image of girls that very young boys can have - and
have them by the ages of 3 and 4. Some of the language reiterated what we might expect from boys that girls aren't
strong or that they are stronger than the girls in general but our experimental data illustrated differently.

I can’t be sure that minds were changed, but because of the community relationships between these children, there was
listening and wondering. One of the boys, who is quite small, but fierce and fickle, who could be feared if let go, proved
to have the weakest resistance. He too was the child who exclaimed ‘oh my god fathers’ (I do love there are there a god
fathers plural! I know I shouldn’t but I do!) and who then expressed how strong one of the girls was - a comment that
replied with a seemingly confident but equally gracious ‘thank you’. As was his comment to her.
It may not look like this tomorrow because gender is a process. The work to unpack the images that very young children
have of girls and boys is quiet ingrained - and there's tonnes of practice based research to support this. But today
a lovely complex imbroglio into how masculinities and femininities can be negotiated. It illustrates the importance of
pedagogical decision making and how it opens up opportunities for further investigation into what boys and girls can do
and why we think they can or can’t within an embodied place body experience rather than a discussion group where
teachers lead and feed. ❤️

These discussions have place in the broader scheme of
curriculum, but deconstructing within the moment and
demonstrating unlikely opportunities is a way into walloping and
whomping gender bias in and through our lived experiences
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